On 7/25/20 It Is Written posted “In the Word – Shields of Brass” on YouTube with John
Bradshaw speaking.
I wanted to let you know the kind of ads your YouTube monetization is getting you. I was
greeted with TWO ads at the beginning of this presentation. I usually just click skip on ads but I
watched through both in their entirety to see what was being promoted (you’re welcome).
The first ad promoted Epoch Times which was said to be “phenomenal.” It was about how the
Chinese government had covered up details of the COVID-19 virus (I prefer the name Wuhan
virus) and how Epoch Times exposed that. One of the members of the couple speaking in the
presentation was Caucasian and the other was part oriental; i.e., biracial. Probably having a
person with oriental heritage made the ad more believable.
The second ad was about a magic Feng Shui bracelet. Down on the left lower corner of the
screen was a convenient button to click where you could “Shop Now” and get the bracelet from
Buddha Power.
The lady speaking relates how she helped a homeless man and then received a gift (I presume
from the homeless man) that contained a bracelet. She said she put the bracelet on and a
“strange electrical sensation” shot through her body. Several days later she was promoted at
her job. After an additional promotion she became very well to do, was able to travel, etc.
On a trip to Viet Nam she lost the bracelet and her life took a marked downturn. She lost her
job, her bank account was hacked and she started drinking. Fortunately a friend of hers called
who had “the same” bracelet and told her where she could get one. She promptly bought
several.
Life became very good again. The words posted with her little speech said, “I learn that the
bracelets is based on the ancient Chinese act of Feng Shui.” I believe it should have read “I
learned that the bracelets are based on the ancient Chinese art of Feng Shui.” If you are
Chinese trying to write English those grammatical mistakes are easy to make. She said,
“through unexplained energy forces I found opportunity in my life again.”
The bracelet allegedly “enhances the flow of positive energy especialy the area of wealth” but
you need to take certain precautions. You need to wear it on your “dominant hand” and you
must touch it frequently “to let it know you are the master.” You mustn’t wear it while bathing
as the dirt coming off your body can interfere with its beneficial properties. The head on a little
dragon like thing must point the right way. I don’t remember which way as with ads you can’t
stop them and go back and have part of them repeated.
And here is the best part of what the bracelet can do; “It has been the saving grace for so many
people.”
Maybe It Is Written should reconsider being monetized.
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